Hank’s new friend is an invisible bandapat named Inkling. In the book, Hank wants to know so badly what Inkling looks like. What does your invisible friend look like?

**INSTRUCTIONS:**

1. For this activity, you will need crayons or markers, a small bowl of lemon juice, and a Q-tip. You’ll also need an adult’s help, and he or she will need a hair dryer.
2. Color in the picture of Hank and Inkling below.
3. Draw a picture of yourself next to Hank and Inkling, leaving room for your own invisible friend.
4. Dip a Q-tip into the bowl of lemon juice so that it becomes covered with juice. You may have to dip the Q-tip a few times to keep it moist while drawing.
5. With the Q-tip, draw what you imagine your own invisible friend looks like.
6. Have an adult help you use a hair dryer to heat the piece of paper. Once it’s heated, you’ll be able to see your invisible friend! See, it wasn’t imaginary, just invisible!